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Introduction 
 
Off-Page optimization is the enhancing of a website’s search engine rankings through activities outside of the website. 

Google counts the number and the quality of the links to a page (PageRank) to determine the importance of a website.  
The more high-quality backlinks you have from reputable websites, the more credible your website is seen to be and search engines will rank you more highly 
as a result.  
Search engines can detect whether or not a backlink should add to your website’s reputation. There are three types of backlinks that will add to your website’s 
reputation. 

 Topical Backlinks – Backlinks that are relevant to your industry are likely to bring in relevant referral traffic. 

 High Authority – Backlinks that are reputable and trustworthy. 

 Authentic Backlinks – Backlinks that are earned on merit. Search engines don’t like to be tricked and any sites building phony links will receive a search 
engine penalty. 

 
The Good structure and internal linking in the website are very important because one inbound link will connect many other pages and the SEO juice from 
one page will flow to other. 
 
Links within social media are different to backlinks and are known as social signals. They tend not to pass reputation or PageRank, but they can indirectly lead 
to an increase in backlinks. 
 

What to Audit 

Domain rank 

Monthly checks 
Audit your website's home page and ten competitors for: 

 domain rank,  

 referring domains,  

 backlinks 
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Page rank 

Monthly checks 
Check the key pages and their SERP positions for different search query words. 
 

Backlinks 

Monthly checks 
Check the total number of backlinks, total number of root domain links, types and anchor text. 
 

Bad links - broken and toxic 
To find out the toxic links the best way is to look at each of the links and find out where they are coming from. Most of the toxic links come from: 

 Spam sites and sites that are created only for link building 
 Sites which were not indexed by Google 
 Sites with a virus or malware 
 Link networks 

To resolve the problem you can either contact the site owner or disallow them. 

In case of Broken links there are two options too: again contacting the site owner or redirecting. 

Evaluate your backlink profile 

 Website’s authoritativeness DR or DA 
 Number of links to your site 
 Number of domains linking to your site 
 Number of pages with the most links 
 Anchor text 
 Toxic links  
 Lost / Gained links 
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Data 
To perform such an Audit different tools can be used. However, there must be consistency in their use, because although the ultimate goal is the same, there 

are differences not only in the names of the metrics, but also in their values, since they are calculated differently.  

For this Audit Ahrefs was used. 

Domain rank 

Currently the site has a rating of 46, 2.48K backlinks from 371 different domains. 
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Comparison between CleverClicksDigital and the 10 closest competitors based on the suggested new keywords (all but not only the priority ones). 

 

 

Domain rating, Backlinks, Ref. Domains, Organic Keywords, Organic Traffic for CleverClicksDigital and these 10 domains 
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Comparison with the competitors with the best domain rating 
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Suggested Keywords Positioning (Australia) compared with the Top 5 rated competitors 
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Page rank 
The best positioned pages in Australia 

 

The best positioned keywords in Australia 

 

The best positioned suggested keywords in Australia 
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Backlinks 
Overall good condition with a few exceptions. The main issues are related to referring from the old domain or linking to "au" subfolder. 
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Broken Links 
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Suggestions 
 

Before start building new links you should assure that all existing website problems have been fixed and the site have been re indexed by Google. There are 

some things that can be done referring to the existing ones. 

 Disallow the links coming from https://cleverclicks.com.au 

 Fix the links pointing to URLs containing “…/au/…” 

 Fix Broken Backlinks. 

 Check the competitors with better performance: What other keywords they are aiming for? How they are using them On-Page? What type of 

referral links they have? Where? What type the anchor is?  Text or image? What is the anchor content and what is the context where it has been 

used? 

 Update your keyword list with new ones if you find good matches. Adjust the way you use them. 

 Google My Business is other very important factor for improving Оff-Page SEO.  

 Try improving Google Knowledge Graph with more content. What about creating a company related article in Wikipedia, for example? Also, the 

website link now points to https://cleverclicksdigital.com/au/. 

 

https://cleverclicks.com.au/
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